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ABSTRACT: Two hundred years have passed since the question of subjectivity (re-in-
terpreted through Kierkegaard’s existentialism) became central in modern philosophy. 
Over these two centuries, multiple theories addressed and questioned the borders be-
tween authentic subjectivity and an internalized panopticon of the hegemonic views 
that dominate the subject. Nevertheless, they still have to be definitively defined. As 
we may try to point Fake News (FN) is an opponent to subjectivity, and yet it comes 
from the subject. FN is the intentional spreading through new technologies of false 
information on a global level by subjects that use social media, a process influencing 
not only the sense of socio-political reality but also the concept of identity. Identi-
ties (personal or collective) are in general the combination of the socially determined 
understanding of ‘who I am’ and the socially and psychologically influenced ‘mental 
model’ of ‘what the world - and the self within it - should be’, all expressed and pro-
duced under the fundamental influence of our idiosyncratic characteristics.
One of the fields that all these factors meet and interact is the new mediated en-
vironment where almost everyone can participate and contribute. According to the 
Sociology of Communication as founded by Giddens, Habermas and Luckmann (Ley-
desdorff 2000) this makes the public part of our identity the dominant one, creating a 
ritual in which our narcissistic elements dominate our private ones. The Self, address-
ing itself into the public like an echo and back to the Self, becomes ritualized. In our 
paper, we explore the interrelation of this phenomenon with the creation and distri-
bution of Fake News, from the vantage point of Kierkegaard’s existential philosophy.
KEYWORDS: personal identity, socio-political identity, mediated identity, folklore, 
rituals, situated knowledge, discourse, narrative, existentialism, Kierkegaard
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INTRODUCTION
We live in an era of blistering changes that transform our perceptions of the world and 
its fundamental institutions profoundly. Moreover, they also change our concept of 
the Self and its fundamental functions. Identities, being in constant interaction with 
the sense of socio-political reality and influencing the directions that both the self 
and the world might take, become mediated, or else formed (to a certain extent) by 
the symbolic use of data that happens massively in the media. Nevertheless, to quote 
Fornas and Xynaris (2013: 11): ‘a discussion of how identity formation issues links 
to the concept of new media literacies, forms a transition to three sections that in 
turn analyse the social trends, the policy trends and the scientific trends that may be 
discerned in this area’. In other words, the common question set here is: What is the 
exact relationship - and its dynamics - between our distant selves and a reality that 
becomes less and less concrete? 
In that sense, a symposium about Fake News in accordance to Kierkegaard’s phi-
losophy, a philosophy that dared to set the comparison between concrete human re-
ality and ‘distant’ abstract thinking based on individual, subjective choices, is of con-
siderable significance and relevance with today’s social needs and scientific trends. 
Communication, after all, was never perceived as wholly separated from philosophy. 
On the contrary, it was seen primarily as a social, psychological, possibly also a philo-
sophical, term (Silverstone 2005). As it happens, in this new context, communication 
becomes a ‘communicative event’ in which the broader ideas, views, taken for granted 
assumptions, meanings, and most of all ‘ideal selves’ are part of a mediated identity 
and in particular contexts of use. 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This paper combines content analysis (i.e., studying documents) and triangulation 
(i.e., navigating texts and ideas) in order to explore the interrelations between this 
Ritualized Self and the Need for Fake News to be created and spread. It examines the 
concepts and propositions of Kierkegaard’s texts, and specifically Concluding Unscien-
tific Postscript, because Climacus, i.e., Kierkegaard’s alter ego, explores and focuses on 
the notion of ‘truth’ in relation to ‘reality’ and ‘subjectivity’. Assuming that Fake News 
as a phenomenon stands at the threshold of these notions, the analysis proceeds to 
break down some of Climacus thoughts into their constituent parts and partly com-
paring them with the constituent parts of the Fake News analysis. Kierkegaard’s philo-
sophical ideas are then utilised to gain knowledge about the subjective understanding 
of reality, the manipulation that may occur because of it, and the need to invent or 
reinvent it according to the neotribe we want to belong. Both may shed creative light 
into the philosophical issues in which the concept of Fake News is involved (Beaney 
2003). 
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RESEARCH RESULTS
The analysis leads to the conclusion that ‘while in the traditional societies the social 
cohesion was constructed using the Unheimlich as an enemy, which led to the Ide-
al National (aka Collective) Self, in neoliberal societies of post-modernity the new 
Unheimlich is critical thinking and alas reality itself. The bitter irony, so close to Ki-
erkegaard’s critique to the press of his era, is that critical thinking led to a notion of 
pedagogy which identified the educational praxis with the creation not of a full mind 
(meaning full of information) but of an open mind, meaning able to absorb news ideas 
and emotions. Nevertheless, the open social space of contemporarily, linked with the 
sociological imagination, might lead to an ambiguous future of information, where our 
more personal space might be manipulative and under manipulation. Manipulated 
first by ourselves and then by the convincing others’.
DISCUSSION
As mentioned before, we live in an era where rapid changes impact society, economy 
and communication, challenging not only the ways we used to define our personal 
and collective ‘Self’ and the ‘Other’ but also their public manifestations. Interacting 
with our subculture and idiosyncrasy, the traditional groups or formations that used 
to firmly mould our worldview and identity, such as the Nation-State and the Church, 
or class and gender, seem to withdraw and new formations, like social media and their 
new tribes, to evolve, challenging our notion of locality and identity.
‘Far from identity disappearing in contemporary society, it is rather reconstructed 
and redefined’ wrote Douglas Kellner (Bauman 1992: 18), pointing out that ‘identity 
today becomes a freely chosen game, a theatrical presentation of the self’ and that 
‘when one radically shifts identity at will, one might lose control’. It seems a hege-
monic shift to evolve, from the stable, dominant forms that the ‘great narratives’ (Ly-
otard 1984) used in order to establish the power relations, to a complex network of 
cultural micro powers that our narratives use in order to recreate a sense of ‘a self’ or 
a ‘reality’, in a multi-segmented world that everything might be assimilations. Includ-
ing news and ‘truths’. ‘Fake News’ and ‘fake truths’ created by any ‘anon’ in Facebook 
or any institution or political force in this vast network of micro powers. A vast, global 
network spread among us like the ‘bugs’ of the Empire of the Self of the abandoned, 
isolated and yet having the false believe of being in the centre of it all individual, to 
quote Cristopher Star (2012) and his question of how political reality affects the con-
cepts of body, soul, and self. 
A PIONEER OF THE MEDIATED IDENTITY OR A REBEL OF AN EVOLVING IN-
NER INDEPENDENCE?
Kierkegaard dared to ask how the interrelation between reality and the self, objec-
tivity and subjectivity, between the choice of faith or the lack of it, affects the con-
cepts of body, soul, and self. In an era where religion was the ultimate source of any 
legitimate worldview’s construction, Kierkegaard is well known for claiming that in 
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religious matters ‘truth is subjectivity’. ‘Objectively there is no truth’ claims Johannes 
Climacus, (Kierkegaard 1992: 224) his alter ego, in Concluding Unscientific Postscript. 
By claiming that ‘an objective knowledge about the truth does not exist’ Climacus 
challenged any ‘ultimate source’ from which the one and only truth derives, and he 
brought in the mainstream the social subject as the only real responsible for seeking 
his or her truth. 
Kierkegaard expelled the social subject into a chaotic environment of no solid worl-
dview, of no solid identity, of not a unique logical ‘reality’. This environment seems so 
similar to the chaotic mediated world of the modern social subject where there are no 
stable ideas, ‘truths’, or solid groups to construct our identity. In other words, in chaos 
were ‘you’, as a person, from the complicated ‘ocean’ of controversial information, 
should decide what to believe or not.
Nevertheless, does this mean that Kierkegaard was an ancestor of the Fake News 
mentality? Was he a pioneer of the multiple forms of ‘reality’ and the excuses we make 
for it,  where ‘Truth’, (named as God or Paradise or Social Justice or actual Personal 
happiness or Professional success under the influence of various narratives that mark 
humanity since Moses and Odysseus), the monomyth that humanity never seize to 
search in order to complete itself, stops to exist and no one cares to proceed into a 
quest for it?
Climacus says: ‘The way the objective truth goes away from the subject, and while 
the subject and subjectivity become indifferent, the truth becomes indifferent, and 
that is precisely its objective validity, because the interest, just like the decision is 
subjectivity’ (Kierkegaard 1992: 193). Moreover, with this simple line Kierkegaard sep-
arates philosophy or even faith, from one-dimensional perspectives of absolute truth 
and the monocultural totalitarian beliefs or ‘goals’ (never completely innocent) that 
go along with them and he – along with other great minds – constructs the foundation 
stone of the modern, contradictions and evolving in his/her identity, social subject.
Let us consider, having as a given the various differentiation from one era to the 
other if these characteristics describe the general context of modern mediated envi-
ronments in their most reliable form. In other words, if Climacus seems to introduce 
the subject, from a keyhole, to the historical future, or in fact to the reasons why per-
sons and societies need to crate and use Fake News.
IS FAKE NEWS BASED ON SUBJECTIVITY OR THE LACK OF IT?
For Climacus, the very notion of faith would make no sense if based on proof. As Ki-
erkegaard wrote: ‘Without risk, there is no faith. Faith is the contradiction between 
the infinite passion of inwardness and objective uncertainty. If I am able to apprehend 
God objectively, I do not have faith; but because I cannot do this, I must have faith’ 
(Kierkegaard 1992: 204). In other words, God is interested in many things but one. 
To ‘empirically manifest’ Itself. Furthermore, Man, according to Climacus, is able for 
many things, too. Nevertheless, one of the things he or she cannot do is to realise God 
empirically.
Of course, Kierkegaard, aka Climacus, addresses the concept of faith and implies 
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that faith is not related to evidence or proof.  There is no ‘objective’ faith (a daring 
thing to say even in his era), on the contrary faith is based on ‘existential’ needs, on 
personal interests, on an objective understanding of realities.
It is akin to claiming that the choices upon which the faith is based, or absence 
thereof, became a nickname for autobiographical narrations that challenge faith as a 
constructed worldview. It would then also turn into the significant mark of our per-
sonal rationality toward the Self and the World and its generalized irrationality.
In other words, its relativism has nothing to do with irrationality in the first place. 
Of course, seeking safety and comfort, we tend to excuse irrational attitudes related to 
our personal or collective self, choosing to be blind or arrogant with our actions and 
the motives beneath them. Nevertheless, there seems to be a very moral, or at least 
understandable, quest under the need or the choice of faith. The need to bring order 
into chaos, justice in the explanation of pain, cause in the eternal vanity. In other 
words, Truth. Faith, as a personal narrative, as an existential need, has a therapeutic 
ethos easing the given dystopias, not creating new ones in the name of actual profit.
Here lies a significant difference as well as an essential similarity with today’s Fake 
News: both religious faith and Fake News, aka mediated faith, are based on an arbi-
trary decision that aims to ease the cognitive and sentimental conflict between the self 
and reality. From the ocean of information, one chooses to believe those who comfort 
them and reassures their worldview or ideology. Nevertheless, concerning faith, what 
Climacus means by objective uncertainty ‘is not, empirical uncertainty, but rather the 
kind of uncertainty that accrues to making certain existential choices’ (Schönbaums-
feld 2010: 133).
Kierkegaard separates faith from objectivity, not from Reality. He does not involve 
the latter; neither tries to manipulate it. He respectfully lets it be. This would be a cru-
cial point if we wanted to realise the similarities and dissimilarities between Climacus 
subjectivity and Fake News. 
Because the later abandon subjectivity and claim for themselves the objective truth 
at the expense of one’s mind, regardless if they distort reality according to their new 
tribe’s interests or sentimental investments. Were Climacus, aka Kierkegaard, express-
es the need to construct a social subject able to choose to believe or not, Fake News 
aim to deconstruct any kind of a substantial social subject and replace it with a manip-
ulated and yet manipulative member of a new tribalistic perception that, to a certain 
degree and in many cases, erase society and critical thinking imposing fakery as truth.
           FAKE NEWS, THE NOTION OF SUBJECTIVITY AND NEOTRIBALISM
According to social psychology, any significant change in societal or psychological 
level that causes difficulties creates intense anxiety and the need to negotiate the ‘old’ 
and the ‘new’ in order to adjust in the new reality (Bauman 1992).
The power of fear and the need for happiness are equal (Adorno 2017: 223) the in-
evitable contradictions of the human condition. Trauma reflects both, transforming 
each other in a constant dialogue, that mediates the various expressions of our socio-
psychological transformations.
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  The significant transitions that societies face globally carry a variety of changing 
functions in the societal financial and cultural field. Those functions, never wholly 
liberated from the hegemonic discourses, are at the same time associated with the 
acceptance or the disapproval of reality, the other and the self-inside its realm. Such 
acceptance or disapproval underlie the socio-psychological strategies groups create in 
order to adjust to an evolving world.
  As it has already been pointed out, one of these strategies, aiming to eliminate the 
growing anxiety of our chaotic actual and virtual world, is people to seek safety and 
confirmation of their identity (this combination of self and world view) inside of neo 
tribes. In other words, in the effort to adjust our self in this new brave world1. The se-
lection is performed among multiple pieces of information what creates less cognitive 
and emotional conflict, what challenges least likely the narcissistic perception of our 
self and our ideological ethical or practical choices. This selectivity, this subjectivity, 
is hidden under ‘rational’ or ‘ethical’ criteria that domesticate the mediated percep-
tions of the world. It is in a sense a transfer of the old Self and the convenient World 
we used to know, or we aimed to live into the multi-cultural field of the complicated 
socio-political realities, using selective criteria of a ‘proper’ reality.
HOWEVER, IS THIS SUBJECTIVITY RELATED TO KIERKEGAARD’S SUBJECTIV-
ITY?
Sociologist Michel Maffesoli was perhaps the first to argue in a scholarly context that 
individuals have the growing urge to live in tribal communities, as opposed to mass 
society, and thus will naturally form social networks constituting new tribes. Although 
Maffesoli meant it as an evolution in the actual social field, new, constantly evolving 
technologies gave it a new dynamic and perspective. Ulrich Beck (1992) argued about 
how the technological risks function in the context of the so-called second modernity, 
in order to expose their implications in terms of new forms of reflexivity in complex 
societies and evolving selves.
A Self never wholly liberated from the ‘naturalization processes’ and the hegemon-
ic forces, the gatekeepers of this new mediated world. Because no matter if the world 
seems multi fragmented in isolated selves, interacting with each other through their 
PCs, still ‘identities in an era of postcolonialism, neoliberalism, and transnational me-
dia, promote the cultivation of a global proletariat in the context of the complex, vi-
brant, and hybridized cultures that crosscut the globe’ (Durcham 2009: 27; McMillin 
2009). 
Nevertheless, since these beliefs frequently involve cases of false ideology and in-
ner impositions of naturalised hegemonic views, this antithesis is a contradiction that 
makes people think for themselves something that might very well be (or is, in fact) an 
imposition of hegemonic forces. The manipulation they exercise upon our individual 
needs is proven faith’s most significant, most controversial and most dominant char-
acteristic.
1 Shakespeare, W. 2013, The Tempest, Cambridge University Press. This quote is also used in Arthur 
Huxley’s book challenging a dystopian future were mass media will be broadly used for manipulation.
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The involvement in treatises and the choice to believe into Fake News without sec-
ond thoughts, without the responsibility to search and proceed critically, reveals a 
therapeutic function, that tries to solve in the field of representations what is un-
solved, or not easily solved, in the field of reality — leading to the question whether 
there is any similarity to the criteria we use to believe God?
Climacus believes that it is impossible for any, existing being to apprehend truth 
from the point of eternity (sub specie aeterni) All paganism consists in this, that God is 
related directly to a human being, ‘as the remarkably striking to the amazed’ (Kierke-
gaard 1992: 245). This is not irrelevant to the modern paganism of media and (since 
we learn through what consists our being), the notion of existence during a specific 
period and its context within a certain life.
In both cases, paganism objects against inwardness and inwardness is the crucial 
notion to differentiate Kierkegaard’s existential subjectivity from the socially deter-
mined subjectivity of social media. Actually, what Climacus calls the ‘absolute para-
dox’ is the last thing that separates existential inward faith according to Kierkegaard’s 
philosophy from the mediated faith of fake news and their hegemonic, yet, personal, 
normativity. The Absolute Paradox does not address itself as an issue from an ‘objec-
tive’ point of view. It does not claim that it represents the naturalized language of the 
collective society, although services particular interests. Its pure form, which consists 
its only ‘real’ form, is not involved in any institution although those can easily manip-
ulate it. ‘When Climacus, therefore, speaks of the paradox as absolute, what he means 
is that only an existential (subjective) response to the question is possible’ (Schön-
baumsfeld 2010:132) Kierkegaard’s subjectivity is open despite it addresses itself into 
a dogma. Fake news subjectivity is closed although it addresses itself into a superficial 
pluralism of postmodernity.
THE SELF IN THE FAKE NEWS ERA: A VIRTUAL RITUALISATION IN PROCESS
Where all these evolutions lead the concept of the Self? In reality, whereas the 
self-sustaining subject at the centre of post-Cartesian western philosophy has been 
comprehensively advanced, the endlessly performative self (Butler 1993; Quinn 2003) 
continually being scripted by hegemonic social conventions and ideologies (Felluga 
2006) has been the critical conception of cultural identity in this new mediated envi-
ronment. Nevertheless, this is what makes Kierkegaard more relevant than ever. The 
question of subjectivity and its unconscious processes of formation and perpetual 
evolution was at the very centre of Kierkegaardian philosophy. His quest for authen-
ticity of the human subject, his notion of the personal responsibility of the thinking 
the acting, the feeling, and the living human individual against the whole world and 
the big narratives of society and religion that tried to disempower him, the existential 
attitude (Stack 1973: 109), as a sense of disorientation, does describe the voyage and 
the urge of our era.
His sense of disorientation was a genuine feeling ‘of the bugbear that spurred the 
rulers and the philosophers into ordering and legislating frenzy’. What Kierkegaard 
did was to introduce the original vagabond in the philosophy of modernity. Moreover, 
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to quote Bauman (2011: 28), ‘[h]is human subject was masterless, not responsibleness, 
and being masterless was one condition power could not bear and thus spent the rest 
of history fighting’. That gave an excellent sense of a direction in order of an authen-
tical identity to be found.
Nevertheless, throughout modernity identification was constructed having recog-
nition of a homogenous characteristic (based on race, colour, religion, nation, sexuali-
ty, class) that makes you fit in, excluding Others. Even so, viewing culture as dynamic, 
and identity as constructed continuously and negotiated, having humanity to face the 
rapid changes in social cultural and financial level that signalled the passage from mo-
dernity to postmodernity, identification itself became a construction, a process never 
completed - always ‘in process’ including (and excluding) superficially anything. It is 
not determined, and every minute can be sustained or abandoned. Every minute can 
create a ‘new Self’ and a ‘New Other’, depending on the needs of social cohesion and 
geopolitics. Though not without its determinate conditions of existence identification 
is, in the end, an Introduction (Hall 1996: 2-3). 
Like any other introduction, the concept of identification inherits a rich semantic 
legacy that addresses itself not just to the core of the ‘Self’ but also to the core of the 
‘Other’. Introduction demands an audience, and an audience is constructed under the 
influence of a quest. Such a quest is magnified in this era of social media where any-
thing private becomes public. Northrop Frye identifies the central myth of humanity, 
in its narrative aspect, with the quest myth. He sees the significance of the quest myth 
as Frye pointed ‘in its vision of the end of social effort, the innocent world of fulfilled 
desires, the free human society’ (Dunham 1996: 133). Thus, the quest-myth is an Ar-
chetype of the biblical paradise, hidden under various political-cultural or metaphys-
ical manifestations that shape the Self and the Other all those centuries. Located in 
our psyche, it is the repository of shared memory, an inheritance from our common 
ancestors. Hence, our narrative stories are ritualised events (Swchartzman 1979) or the 
public expressions of our private experiences. In a way, reality (actual or imagined) of 
any group or collectivity was preconditioned inside fiction and vice versa, sustaining 
its cohesion and world view at a global level.
This was the world where the Kierkegaardian Self should oppose in order to find its 
destiny and through it its decency. However, what is the impact in an era in which our 
narrative stories do not express primarily any collectivity (although they still carry 
at some extent their – anything but neutral - common-sense) but primarily the view 
of oneself, a self-shaped and formed in a world where no collectivity has the right to 
consider itself ‘holly’?
This painful presence of an absence (the absence of holly of one truth), this deep 
cataclysmic loneliness inside of social media, creates the need to reverse it, to make 
it your own, to transform it into its total opposite, creating a convenient absence of a 
presence (of reality) creating, using and spreading Fake News, mediated identities and 
wor(l)ds.
In fact, Fake News is not a new phenomenon, but due to the spread of social media 
in a globalised economy and world, it has become more prevalent. In 2018, an MIT 
study by Soroush Vosoughi, Deb Roy, and Sinan Aral found that Fake News and their 
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‘realities’ now spread faster than real news. It is like trying to interfere in the cata-
clysmic controversial and anything but a coherent ocean of information promoting 
one’s own set of beliefs. Since these beliefs were influenced in a pre-given context of 
internalised hierarchies and stereotypes, they tend to reproduce the previous givens 
of monoculture and nation-state. This is why the majority of Fake News reproduce, 
empower and circulate modern populism, typing up conspiracy theories that hurts the 
socio-political order of the planet so much. ‘Fanatism is the only will can have people 
that never a will of their own’, to quote Nietzsche.
CONCLUSION: A NEW AGAINST AN OLD PARADOX?
While the need to believe the way Climacus explains, it reminds us of the need to open 
ourselves to the multiple variations of subjectivity and its choices, to open ourselves 
to the tremendous possibilities of a controversial world in need of inward peace. The 
choice to believe in Fake News reveals a deep need to manipulate outer reality at a 
personal level in order to ease the magnified anxiety that modern, multicoated world 
-where no alternative seems to exist- creates, depressing the postmodern social sub-
ject. 
However, Fake News remains harmful. According to the Future of Truth and Misin-
formation Online research (Anderson and Raine 2017), ‘it can spread untruths about 
events, people and situations. It can target certain groups in society who may be vul-
nerable, such as people with mental health problems or refugees or believers or people 
with different sexual orientation or women, or political opponents in certain regimes. 
It can discriminate and cause hatred against certain groups’. 
The need to abandon one’s Self and responsibility as a free-thinking citizen for 
a fake reality is a manifestation of broader issues in the modern information envi-
ronment that impact the knowledge and through it the possibility to be information 
literate. Even if this fakery supports the subject’s needs for security and recognition 
(a kind of postmodern virtual paganism based on ritual and not material), or for any 
identification, this impacts the possibility to be less recognized and more human. If 
we think about it, in an era where our certainties have become fluid, the mediated 
identities are the only certainty we have. In that sense fake becomes the new ritual, 
taking along in its shift the self.
A RITUALISED SELF
Rituals have many continually evolving forms of expression that act as a ‘system of 
values, ideas and practices’. This multicoated system functions as an essential tool 
to establish an order which will enable individuals to orientate themselves in their 
material and social world. However, this orientation is never completely independent 
from the broader social and cultural establishments, within the framework of which 
communication takes place among the members of a community. 
By definition, this means that the Self who addresses itself to an audience, the Pub-
lic Self, accepts to be mediated. Nevertheless, the self we project in Social Media is 
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Public and entails necessarily way more narcissistic elements than our private one. 
Likewise, our identity is way more ritualized than in the past.
This is what makes Fake News so well received. Those who participate in Fake News 
are not exclusively or are not always reclusive figures, sharing populistic political 
views and conspiracy theories on their website, blog or social media. However, in re-
ality, the successful creation of Fake News involves many people, and many agencies, 
and some of them may not even realize they are part of it.
Fake News is convenient, they create not a reality but our ‘personal’ (?) reality, fit-
ting in the box of our political or ethnic or religious or gender or class world view. Our 
self becomes not masterless as Kierkegaard or Bauman wanted, but responsibleness. 
Moreover, responsible is the exact opposite of masterless.
The popularity of Fake News is not irrelevant to the way the human subject is being 
constructed these days. While in the traditional societies the social cohesion was con-
structed using the Unheimlich as an enemy, which led to the Ideal National (aka Col-
lective) Self, in neoliberal societies of post-modernity the new Unheimlich is critical 
thinking and alas reality itself. The bitter irony, so close to Kierkegaard’s critique to 
the press of his era, is that critical thinking led to a notion of pedagogy that the educa-
tional praxis was identified with the creation not of a full mind (meaning full of infor-
mation) but of an open mind: ‘Neither belief is a hypothesis, and even if it were one, 
there would not be any absolute justification for it. As he puts it: Well, if everything 
speaks for a hypothesis and nothing against it – is it then certainly true? One may des-
ignate it as such. – However, does it certainly agree with reality, with the facts? – With 
this question you are already going round in a circle’ (Kierkergaard 1992: 191).
Nevertheless, the open social space of contemporarily, linked with the sociological 
imagination (Giddens 1996), might lead to an ambiguous future of information, where 
our more personal space might be manipulative and under manipulation. First by our-
selves and then by convincing ‘others’.
Judeo-Christian culture, writes Richard Sennett (Ritivoi 2002: 26) ‘is, at its very 
roots, about experiences of spiritual dislocation and homelessness (…) Our faith be-
gan at odds with place’. Nowadays, as we have been catapulted in the chaos of the 
postmodern mediated world, the only place we got is this invented Self. Identities are 
about questions of using the resources of history, language and culture in the process 
of becoming rather than being: partly constructed in fantasy, or at least within a fan-
tastic field, fit in this communication of disinformation spread via traditional media 
or online social media. We truly live in a world where we trick first ourselves and then 
the Others. However, in this way, we become our Inner Other ourselves. Kierkegaard’s 
quest for authenticity in subjectivity still knocks our door.
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